.MOSCOW RESERVED AND ALLOCATED NAMES REGISTRATION POLICY

This .MOSCOW Reserved and Allocated Names Registration Policy ("Policy") sets forth the terms, conditions, procedure and time frame for registration of reserved and allocated second-level domain names in the .MOSCOW top-level domain.

Terms and definitions used in this Policy:

Registration Key is a coded character set, which is an integral part of any registration application for a reserved domain name. Registration Key will be given to the User in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth herein. If a registration application does not contain a Registration Key, a reserved domain name will not be registered.

Reserved domain name (reserved domain) is a second-level domain name in the top-level domain .MOSCOW that is reserved in accordance with the .MOSCOW Reservation Policy published on the website of the Foundation for Assistance for Internet Technologies and Infrastructure Development in the section "Documents" at: http://en.faitid.org/projects/moscow/documents.

Allocated domain name (allocated domain) is a reserved domain whose Registration Key was given to the User in accordance with this Policy. An allocated domain remains a reserved domain until it becomes registered.

Other terms used herein are defined in the Terms and Definitions Used for the Registration of Second-Level Domain Names in .MOSCOW and .МОСКВА published on the website of the Foundation for Assistance for Internet Technologies and Infrastructure Development at the section "Policies" at: http://en.faitid.org/projects/moscow/documents.


1.1. Terms and procedure of service provision related to registration of reserved and allocated domain names shall be defined by: this Policy, ICANN Policies published on the website of ICANN at http://www.icann.org, and the Registry Agreement dated December 19, 2013 entered into by and between the Registry Operator and ICANN ("Registry Agreement").

When concluding registration agreements with Users, the Registrar shall not include in such registration agreements any provisions contradictory to this Policy, ICANN Policies, Registry Agreement, Registrar Accreditation Agreement, and .MOSCOW and .МОСКВА Registry-Registrar Agreement.

1.2. Registration of second-level domain names in the .MOSCOW TLD for end users shall be provided by ICANN-accredited Registrars that signed the .MOSCOW and .МОСКВА Registry-Registrar Agreement with the Registry Operator, and successfully passed verification in the Trademark Clearinghouse.

1.3. The Registrar shall have the right to engage third parties for interaction with Users, which does not acquit the Registrar from the obligations specified herein. The Registrar shall require such third parties to include in their registration agreements with Users all provisions required by this Policy, ICANN Policies, Registry Agreement, Registrar Accreditation Agreement, and .MOSCOW and .МОСКВА Registry-Registrar Agreement. The Registrar is fully responsible for all actions (or omissions) of such third parties and for all consequences of such actions (or omissions).

as well as in the Registry Agreement published on the website of ICANN at http://www.icann.org/en/about/agreements/registries.

1.5. In order to use the service of domain name registration, the User must conclude a registration agreement with a chosen Registrar or a third party engaged by the Registrar.

1.6. This Policy, as well as any exhibits hereto, may be modified, amended, updated, approved to a new version, or canceled at any moment at the Registry Operator's sole discretion. The Registry Operator is also entitled at any moment to approve and put into effect a new exhibit to this Policy. The Registry shall notify Registrars via email of any modifications, amendments, updates, or new versions of this Policy or exhibits hereto, as well as introduction of new exhibits hereto.

1.7. The Registrar shall notify its customers of any modifications, amendments, updates or new versions of this Policy or exhibits hereto, as well as introduction of new exhibits hereto no later than one (1) business day after the Registry Operator has made any changes pursuant to clause 1.6 hereinabove.

1.8. This Policy applies to all ICANN-accredited Registrars that signed the .MOSCOW and .MOCKBA Registry-Registrar Agreement with the Registry Operator, as well as to all Users and Registrants of second-level domain names in the .MOSCOW TLD.

1.9. If any provision of this Policy or exhibits hereto is found (either fully or partially) illegal, invalid or unenforceable, all other provisions remain in full force and effect.

1.10. The running of the time frames established by this Policy shall be determined according to the civil law of the Russian Federation. Moscow time is used for the time frames. The technical information specifying submission of applications and modification of the Registry will use Coordinated Universal Time (UTC).

2. Terms and Time Frame for Registration of Reserved and Allocated Domains

2.1. The right to registration of reserved and allocated domain names is given to the Users listed in the Exhibit 1 hereto.

2.2. Registration term of any domain name registered pursuant to this Policy may not exceed ten (10) years.

2.3. Registration applications for reserved and allocated domain names will be accepted from December 1, 2014 (during the General Availability period in the .MOSCOW TLD) and will continue throughout the effective term of the Registry Agreement.

3. Requirements to Domain Names

3.1. A domain name in the .MOSCOW TLD must meet the following requirements:

   a) such domain name is:
      - included in one of the following lists: the List of Second-Level Domain Names in the .MOSCOW TLD to Be Reserved for the Needs of the Moscow Government and the Russian Federation, the List of Second-Level Domain Names in the .MOSCOW TLD Reserved Under the Instructions of ICANN, the List of Second-Level Domain Names in the .MOSCOW TLD to Be Reserved for the Needs of the States, the List of Second-Level Domain Names in the .MOCKBA TLD to Be Reserved at the Discretion of Registry Operator (Exhibits 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, to the .MOSCOW Reservation Policy published on the Registry Operator's website at http://en.faitid.org); or
      - included in one of the lists of reserved names published on the website of ICANN at http://www.icann.org/en/resources/registries/reserved;

   b) such domain name is not prohibited for registration pursuant to clause 3.4. hereinbelow.
3.2. The User (Registrant) is solely responsible for the selection of the domain name and possible violations of any third parties’ rights in connection with the selection and registration of the domain name, and is liable for the costs of such violations.

3.3. If a domain name the User wishes to register matches the verbal appellation of any trademark listed in the Trademark Clearinghouse, such domain name may only be registered after the User confirms reading the Trademark Claim Notice.

3.3.1. The Registrar shall transfer to the Registry Operator any information on any domain name to be registered by the User prior to sending to the Registry a registration application and shall restrain from sending to the Registry such registration application before receiving from the Registry Operator any information on matching/mismatching of such domain name to be registered by the User to the verbal appellation of any trademark listed in the Trademark Clearinghouse.

3.3.2. When receiving from the Registrar any information on the domain name to be registered by the User, the Registry Operator shall verify if any such domain name matches the verbal appellation of any trademark listed in the Trademark Clearinghouse.

a) In case of such match, the Registry Operator shall send to the Registrar its notice on the need for the User to confirm reading the Trademark Claim Notice, as well as any information on the matching trademarks and on the rightholders thereof.

b) In case of no such match, the Registry Operator shall notify the Registrar there is no need for the User to confirm reading the Trademark Claim Notice.

3.3.3. When receiving a User's order to register a domain name which matches the verbal appellation of any trademark listed in the Trademark Clearinghouse, the Registrar shall provide to the User an opportunity to become aware of the notice on match of the domain name to be registered to the verbal appellation of any trademark listed in the Trademark Clearinghouse, as well as an opportunity to express its consent to the registration while taking into account the information specified in the notice ("Claims Service"). The contents of the notice must coincide with the Trademark Notice form provided in the Exhibit 3 hereto. The form related to submission of the notice to the User and the way of expressing the User’s consent to the registration of any domain name matching the verbal appellation of any trademark listed in the Trademark Clearinghouse shall be determined by the Registrar.

3.3.4. No domain names matching the verbal appellation of any trademark listed in the Trademark Clearinghouse shall be registered until the User confirms reading the Trademark Claim Notice.

3.4. Domain names prohibited for registration in the .MOSCOW TLD.

3.4.1. .MOSCOW TLD has a list of domain names prohibited for registration in accordance with ICANN requirements set out in the Registry Agreement (Specification 6) published on ICANN's website at: http://www.icann.org/en/about/agreements/registries. Any denominations are added to or removed from such list at ICANN’s sole discretion.

3.4.2. The list of domain names prohibited for registration in the .MOSCOW TLD in accordance with ICANN requirements is published on the Registry Operator's website at: http://en.faitid.org.

4. Procedure for Registration of Reserved and Allocated Domains

4.1. Registration of reserved and allocated domain names is only available for domain names included in one of the following lists: the List of Second-Level Domain Names in the .MOSCOW TLD to Be Reserved for the Needs of the Moscow Government and Russian Federation, the List of Second-Level Domain Names in the
4.2. Domain name registration pursuant to this Policy is only available for the Users listed in the Exhibit 1 hereto.

4.3. To register a domain name, the User must:

4.3.1. Receive a Registration Key from the Registry Operator.

The Registry Operator shall transfer to the User a Registration Key after receiving from the User an official application filled in accordance with the form in the Exhibit 2 hereto, provided the User complies with all the requirements of this Policy.

To receive the Registration Key, the User must provide to the Registry Operator the original of the official application. The application may be sent to this address: 3 Khoroshiyovskaya, 2 s. 1, Moscow, 123308, Russia, FAITID.

The Registry Operator may refuse to provide a Registration Key to the User if the second-level .MOSCOW domain name listed by the User in the application for the Registration Key is already reserved for the needs of another User based on the official letter No. 64-03-941/14 dated April 18, 2014 from the Moscow Department of Information Technology, or pursuant to the requirements of the Registry Agreement.

4.3.2. Submit to the Registrar a registration request containing the Registration Key. The form of registration request shall be determined by the Registrar.

4.4. When receiving a registration request from the User, the Registrar shall register a domain name for the User, provided the User complies with the terms of its Registration Agreement. Any registration request the Registrar submits to the Registry must contain a Registration Key.

4.5. If there are two and more registration requests for the same reserved or allocated domain name, the Registrar shall satisfy the application that was the first to have met the provisions set forth by this Policy and the Registration Agreement between the User/Registrant and the Registrar for registration of .MOSCOW domain names.

5. Domain Name Registration Cancelation

5.1. Registrations of reserved or allocated domain names shall be cancelled by the Registrar in case of violations of the terms and conditions specified in clauses 3.1. and 3.4. hereinabove and/or in case the information submitted by the User during the domain name registration is found to be false.

5.2. The Registry Operator reserves the right to verify registration applications selectively and enforce penalties (up to domain registration cancellation and suspension of access to the Registry for the Registrar) in case of violations of the terms and conditions specified in clause 4.4. hereinabove.

5.2.1. The Registrar must provide to the Registry Operator all necessary details about the registration application for a reserved or allocated domain name upon receiving such a request from the Registry Operator.

6.1. All actions related to registration of reserved or allocated domain names shall be performed pursuant to the Policy version in effect as of the date of any such actions.

6.2. After domain is registered, the Registrant shall be bound by the .MOSCOW General Registration Policy published on the website of the Foundation for Assistance for Internet Technologies and Infrastructure Development in the section "Documents" at: http://en.faitid.org/projects/moscow/documents.

6.3. This Policy may be amended at any time, and the Registry Operator shall publish a notice thereof on the website of the Foundation for Assistance for Internet Technologies and Infrastructure Development.

6.4. This Policy shall be effective from December 1, 2014.
List of Users who are entitled to registration of reserved or allocated domain names

1. Moscow State and Municipal Authorities

- "Garant-M", JSC
- "Housing Loans and Grants Agency"
- "Rooms Certification Center"
- Administration of Desenovskoye settlement
- Administration of Filimonkovskoye settlement
- Administration of Kievsky settlement
- Administration of Klenovskoye settlement
- Administration of Kokoshkino settlement
- Administration of Krasnopahorskoe settlement
- Administration of Marushkinskoye settlement
- Administration of Mikhailovo-Yartsevskoye settlement
- Administration of Moskovskoy settlement
- Administration of Mosrentgen settlement
- Administration of Novofedorovskoe settlement
- Administration of Pervomayskoe settlement
- Administration of Rogovskoye settlement
- Administration of Ryazanovskoye settlement
- Administration of Schapovskoye settlement
- Administration of Scherbinka city district
- Administration of Sosenskoye settlement
- Administration of Troitsk city district
- Administration of Vnukovskoye settlement
- Administration of Voronoskoye settlement
- Administration of Voskresenskoye settlement
- Administrative board of Aeroport District
- Administrative board of Aeroport District
- Administrative board of Akademichesky District
- Administrative board of Alexeyevskoy District
- Administrative board of Altufyevskoy District
- Administrative board of Arbat District
- Administrative board of Babushkinsky District
- Administrative board of Basmanny District
- Administrative board of Begovoi District
- Administrative board of Beskudnikovsky District
- Administrative board of Beskudnikovsky District
- Administrative board of Bibirevo District
- Administrative board of Biryulyovo Vostochnoe (East Biryulyovo) District
- Administrative board of Biryulyovo Vostochnoe (Eastern Biryulyovo) District
- Administrative board of Biryulyovo Zapadnoye (West Biryulyovo) District
• Administrative board of Biryulyovo Zapadnoye (Western Biryulyovo) District
• Administrative board of Bogorodskoye District
• Administrative board of Brateyevo District
• Administrative board of Butyrsky District
• Administrative board of Chertanovo Severnoye (North Chertanovo) District
• Administrative board of Chertanovo Severnoye (Northern Chertanovo) District
• Administrative board of Chertanovo Tsentralnoye (Central Chertanovo) District
• Administrative board of Chertanovo Yuzhnoye (South Chertanovo) District
• Administrative board of Chertanovo Yuzhnoye (Southern Chertanovo) District
• Administrative board of Cheryomushki District
• Administrative board of Danilovsky District
• Administrative board of Dmitrovsky District
• Administrative board of Donskoi District
• Administrative board of Dorogomilovo District
• Administrative board of Fili-Davydkovo District
• Administrative board of Filyovskiy Park District
• Administrative board of Filyovsky Park District
• Administrative board of Gagarinsky District
• Administrative board of Golovinsky District
• Administrative board of Golyanovo District
• Administrative board of Ivanovskoye District
• Administrative board of Izmailovo District
• Administrative board of Kapotnya District
• Administrative board of Khamovniki District
• Administrative board of Khoroshevo-Mnevniki District
• Administrative board of Khoroshovsky District
• Administrative board of Krylatskoye District
• Administrative board of Kryukovo District
• Administrative board of Kuntsevo District
• Administrative board of Kurkino District
• Administrative board of Kuzminki District
• Administrative board of Lefortovo District
• Administrative board of Levoberezhny District
• Administrative board of Levoberezhny District
• Administrative board of Lianozovo District
• Administrative board of Lomonosovsky District
• Administrative board of Losinoostrovsky District
• Administrative board of Lyublino District
• Administrative board of Marfino District
• Administrative board of Maryina Roshcha District
• Administrative board of Maryino District
• Administrative board of Matushkino District
• Administrative board of Meshchansky District
• Administrative board of Metrogorodok District
• Administrative board of Mitino District
• Administrative board of Molzhaninovsky District
• Administrative board of Molzhaninovsky District
• Administrative board of Moskvorechye-Saburovo District
• Administrative board of Mozhaiskiy District
• Administrative board of Mozhaiskiy District
• Administrative board of Nagatino Sadovniki District
• Administrative board of Nagatinsky Zaton District
• Administrative board of Nagorny District
• Administrative board of Nekrasovka District
• Administrative board of Nizhegorodsky District
• Administrative board of North Butovo District
• Administrative board of Northern Medvedkovo District
• Administrative board of Novogireyevo District
• Administrative board of Novokosino District
• Administrative board of Novo-Peredelkino District
• Administrative board of Obruchevsky District
• Administrative board of Obruchevsky District
• Administrative board of Ochakovo-Matveevskoye District
• Administrative board of Ochakovo-Matveevskoye District
• Administrative board of Orekhovo-Borisovo Severnoye (North Orekhovo-Borisovo) District
• Administrative board of Orekhovo-Borisovo Severnoye (Northern Orekhovo-Borisovo) District
• Administrative board of Orekhovo-Borisovo Yuzhnoye (South Orekhovo-Borisovo) District
• Administrative board of Orekhovo-Borisovo Yuzhnoye (Southern Orekhovo-Borisovo) District
• Administrative board of Ostankinsky District
• Administrative board of Otradnoye District
• Administrative board of Pechatniki District
• Administrative board of Preobrazhenskoye District
• Administrative board of Preobrazhenskoye District
• Administrative board of Presnensky District
• Administrative board of Prospekt Vernadskogo District
• Administrative board of Prospekt Vernadskogo District
- Administrative board of Ramenki District
- Administrative board of Ramenki District
- Administrative board of Rostokino District
- Administrative board of Rostokino District
- Administrative board of Ryazansky District
- Administrative board of Savyolki District
- Administrative board of Savyolki District
- Administrative board of Severnog Butovo District
- Administrative board of Severnog Izmailovo District
- Administrative board of Severnog Tushino District
- Administrative board of Severny District
- Administrative board of Shchukino District
- Administrative board of Silino District
- Administrative board of Sokol District
- Administrative board of Sokolinaya Gora District
- Administrative board of Sokolniki District
- Administrative board of Solntsevo District
- Administrative board of South Butovo District
- Administrative board of South Tushino District
- Administrative board of Southern Medvedkovo District
- Administrative board of Staroye Kryukovo District
- Administrative board of Strogino District
- Administrative board of Sviellovo District
- Administrative board of Tagansky District
- Administrative board of Tekstilshchiki District
- Administrative board of Timiryazevsky District
- Administrative board of Troparyovo-Nikulino District
- Administrative board of Tsaritsyno District
- Administrative board of Tverskoy District
- Administrative board of Tyoply Stan District
- Administrative board of Tyoply Stan District
- Administrative board of Veshnyaki District
- Administrative board of Vnukovo District
- Administrative board of Voikovskoy District
- Administrative board of Voikovsky District
- Administrative board of Vostochnoye (Eastern) Degunino District
- Administrative board of Vostochnoye Degunino District
- Administrative board of Vostochnoye Izmailovo District
- Administrative board of Vostochny District
- Administrative board of Vykhino-Zhulebino District
- Administrative board of Yakimanka District
- Administrative board of Yaroslavsky District
- Administrative board of Yasenevo District
• Administrative board of Yuzhnoportovy District
• Administrative board of Yuzhnoye Butovo District
• Administrative board of Yuzhnoye Tushino District
• Administrative board of Zamoskvorechye District
• Administrative board of Zapadnoye (Western) Degunino District
• Administrative board of Zapadnoye Degunino District
• Administrative board of Zyablikovo District
• Administrative board of Zyuzino District
• Administrative Department of the Mayor and Moscow Government
• Applied Research Center for Children's and Teenagers' Mental Health
• Applied Research Center for Interventional Cardiology
• Applied Research Center for Medical Aid of Children's Craniofacial Anomalies and Congenital Neuropathy Diseases
• Applied Research Center for Psychoneurology
• Applied Research Center for Radiological Medicine
• Applied Research Emergency Medical Center
• Applied Research Psychoneurological Center
• Applied Research Strategic Studies Center
• Association of Administrative and Technical Inspection Offices (OATI)
• Autonomous Non-Commercial Organization "Congress Bureau of the Moscow City"
• Blood Donor Center
• Branch Office of State Public Institution "Directorate of Housing and Public Utilities of North-Western Administrative Area"
• Children's Bronchopulmonary Sanatorium No.15
• Children's Bronchopulmonary Sanatorium No.18
• Children's Bronchopulmonary Sanatorium No.23
• Children's Bronchopulmonary Sanatorium No.29
• Children's Bronchopulmonary Sanatorium No.39
• Children's Bronchopulmonary Sanatorium No.42
• Children's Bronchopulmonary Sanatorium No.47
• Children's Bronchopulmonary Sanatorium No.68
• Children's Bronchopulmonary Sanatorium No.8
• Children's Cardiologic Sanatorium No.20 "Krasnaya Pakhra"
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.1
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.10
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.21
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.25
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.26
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.28
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.29
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.30
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.37
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.41
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.43
• Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.45
- Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.47
- Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.54
- Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.58
- Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.59
- Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.6
- Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No.63
- Children's Mental Health Hospital No. 11
- Children's Nephrological Sanatorium No.6
- Children's Nephrological Sanatorium No.9
- Children's Sanatorium No.12
- Children's Sanatorium No.19
- Children's Sanatorium No.24
- Children's Sanatorium No.27
- Children's Sanatorium No.45
- Children's Sanatorium No.56
- Children's Tuberculosis Sanatorium No.64
- Civil Service and Personnel Directorate
- Clinical & Labor Workshop at Mental Health Hospital No.3 of Moscow Healthcare Department
- Clinical Infectious Diseases Hospital No.1
- Clinical Infectious Diseases Hospital No.2
- Committee for Architecture and Urban Development
- Committee for Pricing Policy in Construction and State Project Inspection
- Committee for State Oversight in Construction
- Committee for State Services
- Common Moscow names
- Common Technology Platform of the Department for Interregional Cooperation, National Policy and Relations with Religious Organizations of the Moscow City
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.14
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.19
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.2
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.22
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.23
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.24
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.27
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.3
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.31
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.32
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.33
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.34
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.35
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.4
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.48
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.5
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.51
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.53
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.55
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.56
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.60
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.62
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.65
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.66
- Dental Care Polyclinic No.8
- Dento-Facial Hospital for War Veterans
- Department for Competition Policy
- Department for Development of New Territories
- Department for Environmental Management and Protection
- Department for Housing
- Department for Interregional Cooperation, Multicultural Policy and Relations with Religious Organizations of Moscow
- Department for Labour and Employment
- Department for Major Housing Repairs
- Department for Media and Advertising
- Department for Social Security
- Department of City Property
- Department of Construction
- Department of Cultural Heritage
- Department of Culture
- Department of Economic Policy and Development
- Department of Education
- Department of Finance
- Department of Fitness and Sport
- Department of Fuel and Energy
- Department of Housing, Utilities and Amenities
- Department of Information Technology
- Department of Physical Fitness and Sport
- Department of Regional Security and Anti-Corruption Activities
- Department of Science, Industrial Policy and Entrepreneurship
- Department of Territorial Branches of Executive Authority
- Department of Trade and Services of Moscow
- Department of Transport and Road Infrastructure Development
- Department of Urban Development
- Development Center
- Diagnostic Center (Laboratory Research Center)
- Diagnostic Center No.2
- Diagnostic Center No.3
- Diagnostic Center No.4
- Diagnostic Center No.5
- Diagnostic Center No.6
- Diagnostic Clinical Center No.1
- Diagnostic Polyclinic No.121
• Directorate for City Magistrates
• Directorate for Civil Defence
• Directorate for Investment Project Support and Participatory Construction Oversight
• Directorate for Registry Offices
• Directorate for State Healthcare Institutions of Central Administrative Area
• Directorate for State Healthcare Institutions of Eastern Administrative Area
• Directorate for State Healthcare Institutions of North-Eastern Administrative Area
• Directorate for State Healthcare Institutions of Northern Administrative Area
• Directorate for State Healthcare Institutions of North-Western Administrative Area
• Directorate for State Healthcare Institutions of South Administrative Area
• Directorate for State Healthcare Institutions of South-Eastern Administrative Area
• Directorate for State Healthcare Institutions of South-Western Administrative Area
• Directorate for State Healthcare Institutions of Troitsky and Novomoskovsky Administrative Areas
• Directorate for State Healthcare Institutions of Western Administrative Area
• Directorate for State Healthcare Institutions of Zelenograd
• Directorate of the Deputy Mayor for Economic Policy and Property and Land Relations
• Fertility Center
• Fertility Center No.2
• First-aid Station named after A.S. Puchkov
• Gostechnadzor Department of the Moscow City
• Healthcare portal of Zelenograd (http://zelao-zdrav.ru)
• Hospice No. 2
• Hospice No. 3
• Hospice No. 4
• Hospice No. 5
• Hospice No. 6
• Hospice No. 7
• Hospice No. 8
• Hospice No.1 named after V.V. Millionschikova of Moscow Healthcare Department
• Information portal of South-East Administrative Area
• Information portal of South-Eastern Administrative Area
• Information portal of Zelenograd
• Mail address classifier
• Main Archive Directorate
• Main Oversight Directorate
• Manual Therapy Center
• Maternity Welfare Clinic No.9
• Medical and Social Rehabilitation Inhabitancy Center for Disabled Immobile Teenagers and Grown-Ups with Severe Forms of Infantile Cerebral Palsy
• Medical College named after Klara Tsetkin
• Medical College named after S.P. Botkin
• Medical College No.1
• Medical college No.13
• Medical college No.15
• Medical college No.17
• Medical college No.19
• Medical College No.2
• Medical college No.21
• Medical college No.24
• Medical College No.3
• Medical college No.30
• Medical College No.4
• Medical College No.5
• Medical College No.6
• Medical College No.7
• Medical College No.8
• Medical college No.9
• Medical Inspection Clinic
• Medical Statistics Bureau
• Medical unit No.2
• Medical unit No.26
• Medical unit No.51
• Medico-legal Assessment Bureau
• Mental Health Hospital No. 3 named after V.A. Gilyarovsky
• Mental Health Hospital No. 5
• Mental Health Hospital No.10
• Mental Health Hospital No.13
• Mental Health Hospital No.14
• Mental Health Hospital No.16
• Mental Health Hospital No.2 named after O.V. Kerbikov
• Morozovskaya Municipal Clinical Children's Hospital
• Moscow Administrative Road Inspectorate
• Moscow Applied Research Addiction Center
• Moscow Applied Research Center for Dermatovenerology and Cosmetology of Moscow Healthcare Department
• Moscow Applied Research Center for Medical Rehabilitation, Restorative and Sports Medicine of Moscow Healthcare Department
• Moscow Applied Research Otorhinolaryngologic Center named after L.I. Sverzhevsky
• Moscow Clinical Applied Research Center
• Moscow Committee for Architecture and Urban Development
• Moscow Committee for Public Relations
• Moscow Committee for Tourism and Hotel Business
• Moscow Department for Cultural Heritage
• Moscow Department for External Economic and International Relations
• Moscow Department for Labor and Employment
• Moscow Department for Mass Media and Advertising
• Moscow Department for Regional Security and Anti-Corruption Enforcement
• Moscow Department for the Competitive Policy
• Moscow Department of Construction
• Moscow Department of Economic Policy and Development
• Moscow Department of Education
• Moscow Department of Fuel and Energy
• Moscow Department of Housing, Utilities and Amenities
• Moscow Department of Science, Industrial Policy and Entrepreneurship
• Moscow Department of Territorial Branches of Executive Authority
• Moscow Department of Trade and Services
• Moscow Department of Transport and Road Infrastructure
• Moscow Department of Urban Development
• Moscow Directorate for Civil Defense
• Moscow Directorate of the Deputy Mayor for Economic Policy and Property and Land Relations
• Moscow Healthcare Department
• Moscow Main Accountability Office
• Moscow Main Archive Directorate
• Moscow State Agricultural Products Quality Inspection
• Moscow State Healthcare Institution - Production Association for Major Repairs and Construction
• Moscow State Healthcare Institution "Information and Analytical Center of Moscow Healthcare Department"
• Moscow State Healthcare Institution "Medical Inspection Center of Moscow Healthcare Department"
• Moscow State Healthcare Institution "Medical Mobilization Reserve Center "Reserv"
• Moscow State Inspection Office for Property Use Oversight
• Moscow State Inspection Office for Standards in Agricultural Produce, Raw Materials and Finished Food Products
• Moscow State Institution "Financial Monitoring Service of Moscow Healthcare Department"
• Moscow State Institution "Sotsenergo"
• Moscow State Oncological Hospital No.62
• Moscow State Public Institution "Directorate of housing and public utilities of Southern Administrative Area"
• Moscow State Public Institution "Directorate of Housing and Public Utilities of Western Administrative Area"
• Moscow State Public Institution "Directorate of Housing and Public Utilities of South-Western Administrative Area"
• Moscow State Public Institution "Moscow Healthcare Department, MHD Archive"
• Moscow State Public Institution "Moscow Security"
• Moscow State Public Institution "Municipal Advertisement and Information"
• Moscow State Public Social Adaptation Center "Lyublino" for Persons without Fixed Place of Residence and Employment
• Moscow State Rehabilitation Center for Patients with Spinal Injuries and Infantile Cerebral Palsy
• Moscow State Scientific Anti-Tuberculosis Center of Moscow Healthcare Department. Clinic No.1
• Moscow State Unitary Enterprise "Gormedtechnika"
• Moscow State-Funded Healthcare Institution "Medproyekt"
• Moscow State-Funded Healthcare Institution "Pharmacological Support and Quality Control Center of Moscow Healthcare Department"
• Moscow State-Funded Institution "Financial Agency of the Moscow City"
• Moscow State-Funded Institution "Highways of Southern Administrative Area of Moscow"
• Moscow State-Funded Institution "Highways of South-Western Administrative Area"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Highways of Western Administrative Area"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Moscow House of Nationalities"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Moscow Research Center"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Municipal Financial and Technical Service"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Production and Technical Center for Fire and Rescue Machinery"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Research and analytical center"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Scientific and Research Analytical Center"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Golyanovo district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Bogorodskoye district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Dorogomilovo district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Filevsky Park district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Kosino Ukhtomsky district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Krylatskoye district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Kuntsevo district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Lyublino district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Mozhaysky district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Novokosino district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Novo-Penedelkino district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Ochakovo-Matveevskoye district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Pechatniki district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Ramenki district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Solntsevo district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Tekstilschiki district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Troparevo-Nikulino district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Vernadskogo Prospekt district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Vnukovo district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Vnukovo district of Fili-Davydkovo district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Vostochny district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Vykhino of Vykhino-Zhulebinovo district"
- Moscow State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Zhulebino of Vykhino-Zhulebinovo district"
- Moscow Veterinary Committee
- Moskovsky Municipal Hospital
- Moskva.Tsentr newspaper of the Central administrative area (website of the Prefecture's newspaper)
- Moskva.Tsentr newspaper of the Central Administrative District (website of the Prefecture's newspaper)
- Municipal Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No. 16
- Municipal Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No. 38
- Municipal Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No. 39
- Municipal Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No. 44
- Municipal Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No. 46
- Municipal Children's Dental Care Polyclinic No. 52
- Municipal Children's Polyclinic No. 10
- Municipal Children's Polyclinic No. 104
- Municipal Children's Polyclinic No. 105
- Municipal Children's Polyclinic No. 11
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.110
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.118
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.12
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.120
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.122
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.125
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.129
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.130
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.131
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.132
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.133
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.140
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.143
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.145
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.148
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.15
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.150
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.23
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.28
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.30
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.32
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.38
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.39
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.42
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.48
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.52
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.58
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.61
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.69
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.7
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.81
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.86
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.91
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.94
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.98
• Municipal Children's Polyclinic No.99
• Municipal Clinical Children's Hospital named after Saint Vladimir
• Municipal Clinical Children's Hospital named after Z.A. Bashlyaeva
• Municipal Clinical Children's Hospital No.13 named after G.N. Speransky
• Municipal Clinical Children's Hospital No.13 named after N.F. Filatov
• Municipal Clinical Hospital named after A.K. Eramishantsev
• Municipal Clinical Hospital named after S.P. Botkin
• Municipal Clinical Hospital No.1 named after N.A. Alexeev
• Municipal Clinical Hospital No.1 named after N.I. Pirogov
• Municipal Clinical Hospital No.1 named after O.M. Filatov
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.12
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.13
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.15
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.23 named after "Medsantrud"
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.24
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.29 named after N.E. Bauman
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.3 named after Professor G.A. Zakharyan
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.31
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.36
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.4
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.4 named after P.B. Gannushkin
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.40
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.5
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.50
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.51
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.52
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.53
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.57
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.59
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.61
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.64
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.67
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.68
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.7
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.70
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.71
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.79
- Municipal Clinical Hospital No.81
- Municipal Clinical Infectious Diseases Hospital No.6
- Municipal Dental Care Polyclinic No.11
- Municipal Dental Care Polyclinic No.12
- Municipal Dental Care Polyclinic No.13
- Municipal Dental Care Polyclinic No.15
- Municipal Dental Care Polyclinic No.49
- Municipal Dental Care Polyclinic No.50
- Municipal Dental Care Polyclinic No.61
- Municipal Dental Care Polyclinic No.64
- Municipal Dental Care Polyclinic No.67
- Municipal Dental Care Polyclinic No.7
- Municipal Dental Care Polyclinic No.9
- Municipal Diagnostic Preventive & Immune Center
- Municipal Hospital No. 17
- Municipal Hospital No. 3
- Municipal Hospital No. 56
- Municipal Polyclinic No.107
• Municipal Polyclinic No.109
• Municipal Polyclinic No.11
• Municipal Polyclinic No.115
• Municipal Polyclinic No.12
• Municipal Polyclinic No.129
• Municipal Polyclinic No.134
• Municipal Polyclinic No.166
• Municipal Polyclinic No.170
• Municipal Polyclinic No.177
• Municipal Polyclinic No.180
• Municipal Polyclinic No.19
• Municipal Polyclinic No.191
• Municipal Polyclinic No.195
• Municipal Polyclinic No.2
• Municipal Polyclinic No.201
• Municipal Polyclinic No.202
• Municipal Polyclinic No.209
• Municipal Polyclinic No.210
• Municipal Polyclinic No.212
• Municipal Polyclinic No.214
• Municipal Polyclinic No.218
• Municipal Polyclinic No.219
• Municipal Polyclinic No.22
• Municipal Polyclinic No.220
• Municipal Polyclinic No.23
• Municipal Polyclinic No.25
• Municipal Polyclinic No.3
• Municipal Polyclinic No.36
• Municipal Polyclinic No.46
• Municipal Polyclinic No.5
• Municipal Polyclinic No.52
• Municipal Polyclinic No.6
• Municipal Polyclinic No.62
• Municipal Polyclinic No.64
• Municipal Polyclinic No.66
• Municipal Polyclinic No.67
• Municipal Polyclinic No.68
• Municipal Polyclinic No.69
• Municipal Polyclinic No.8
• Municipal Polyclinic No.9
• Municipal Psychotherapeutic Polyclinic No.223
• Municipal Tuberculosis Hospital No.11
• Newspaper "Arbatskiye Vesti" (website of the Abrat district newspaper)
• Newspaper "Basmannye Vesti" (website of the Basman district newspaper)
• Newspaper "Deguninskye Vesti"
• Newspaper "Dmitrovets"
• Newspaper "Golovinskiye Vesti"
• Newspaper "Kakhovka"
• Newspaper "Karetny Ryad " (website of the Tverskoy district newspaper)
• Newspaper "Khamovniki" (website of the Khamovniki district newspaper)
• Newspaper "Khoroshevka"
• Newspaper "Krasnoye Selo" (website of the Krasnoselsky district newspaper)
• Newspaper "Levy Bereg"
• Newspaper "Meschanskaya Sloboda" (website of the Meschansky district newspaper)
• Newspaper "Molzhaninovskye Vesti"
• Newspaper "Na Presne" (website of the Presnensky district newspaper)
• Newspaper "Na Presne" (website of the Tagansky district newspaper)
• Newspaper "Nashe Beskudnikovo"
• Newspaper "Nashe Khovrino"
• Newspaper "Petrovsky Park"
• Newspaper "Rayon Koptevo"
• Newspaper "Rayonnaya Nedelya"
• Newspaper "Razumovsky Vestnik"
• Newspaper "Savelovsky Posad"
• Newspaper "Sokol"
• Newspaper "Tvoya Gazeta"
• Newspaper "Vesti Metrgorodka"
• Newspaper "Vestnik Butova"
• Newspaper "Vestnik rayona Gagarinsky"
• Newspaper "Yakimanka" (website of the Yakimanka district newspaper)
• Newspaper "Yamskoye Pole"
• Newspaper "Yugo-Vostochny Kuryer"
• Newspaper "Zamovskorechye" (website of the Zamovskorechye district newspaper)
• Newspaper "Zapadnoye Degunino"
• Newspaper of Northern Administrative Area "Sever Stolitsy"
• Oncologic Clinical Dispensary No.1
• Oncologic Dispensary No.4
• Oncologic Dispensary No.5
• Open Data Portal of Zelenograd (http://www.zelao.ru/opendata)
• Portal "Culture of Zelenograd"
• Portal "Education in Zelenograd"
• Portal "Sport in Zelenograd"
• Portal of housing and public utilities of Zelenograd (http://gkh.zelao.ru)
• Portal of science, industry and innovations of Zelenograd (http://zelao-prom.ru)
• Portal of Zelenograd history (http://zelao50.ru)
• Portal of Zelenograd project "Mobile District" (http://zelao.mobi)
• Prefect-sponsored Public Council of Central Administrative Area (website for the award)
• Prefect-sponsored Public Council of Central Administrative Area (website)
• Prefecture of Eastern Administrative Area
• Prefecture of Northern Administrative Area
• Prefecture of Northwestern Administrative Area
• Prefecture of Novomoskovsky Administrative Area
• Prefecture of Novomoskovsky and Troitsky administrative areas
• Prefecture of Southeastern Administrative Area
• Prefecture of Southern Administrative Area
• Prefecture of Southwestern Administrative Area
• Prefecture of the Central Administrative Area
• Prefecture of the Central Administrative Area
• Prefecture of Troitsky Administrative Area
• Prefecture of Troitsky and Novomoskovsky Administrative Areas of the Moscow City.
• Prefecture of Western Administrative Area
• Prefecture of Zelenograd
• Professional Staff Training and Postgraduate Education Center
• Psychoneurological Dispensary No.22
• Public Relations Committee
• Regional Energy Commission
• Regional Energy Committee of the Moscow City
• Repatriation Hospital No.1
• Repatriation Hospital No.2
• Repatriation Hospital No.3
• Research & Development First-Aid Institute named after N.V. Sklifosovsky
• Research & Development Institute for Emergency Pediatric Surgery and Traumatology
• Speech Pathology and Neurorehabilitation Center
• State Autonomous Institution "Moscow State Expertise"
• State Inspection Housing Office
• State Inspection Office for Housing
• State Inspectorate for Supervision of Self-Propelled Machinery and Other Equipment
• State Public Institution "Directorate of housing and public utilities of Zelenograd"
• State Public Institution "Directorate of Housing and Public Utilities of Northern Administrative Area"
• State Public Institution "Expert Center"
• State Public Institution "Housing Insurance State Center"
• State Public Institution "Housing maintenance office of Southern Administrative Area"
• State Public Institution "Moscow center "Open Government"
• State Services Committee
• State Unitary Civil & Erection Enterprise "Medproyektremstroy"
• State Unitary Enterprise "Information and Analytical Center" "EIS Zhilische"
• State Unitary Enterprise "Moscow City Center of Rented Housing"
• State Unitary Enterprise "Moscow State Expertise"
• State-Funded Healthcare Institution "Scherbinskaya hospital of Moscow Healthcare Department"
• State-Funded Healthcare Institution "Voronoskaya hospital of Moscow Healthcare Department"
• State-Funded Institution "Engineering Service of Khoroshevo-Mnevniki district"
• State-Funded Institution "Engineering Service of Kurkino district"
• State-Funded Institution "Engineering Service of Mitino district"
• State-Funded Institution "Engineering Service of Pokrovskoye-Streshnevo district"
• State-Funded Institution "Engineering Service of Schukino district"
• State-Funded Institution "Engineering Service of Severnoye Tushino district"
• State-Funded Institution "Engineering Service of Strogino district"
• State-Funded Institution "Engineering Service of Yuzhnoye Tushino district"
• State-Funded Institution "Avtodor" of Southern Administrative Area
• State-Funded Institution "Bogorodskoye" Entertainment Center
• State-Funded Institution "Brigantina"
• State-Funded Institution "Central State Archive of Labor Relations of the Moscow City"
• State-Funded Institution "Central State Archive of Moscow"
• State-Funded Institution "Directorate of Housing and Public Utilities of North-Western Administrative Area"
• State-Funded Institution "Energya"
• State-Funded Institution "Favorit"
• State-Funded Institution "Financial and Economic Administration at Moscow Mayor's Office"
• State-Funded Institution "Fortuna"
• State-Funded Institution "Forward"
• State-Funded Institution "Highways of Eastern administrative area"
• State-Funded Institution "Highways of Northern Administrative Area"
• State-Funded Institution "Highways of North-Western Administrative Area"
• State-Funded Institution "Highways of ZelAO"
• State-Funded Institution "Izmaylovo" Sports and Culture Center
• State-Funded Institution "Kolchuga"
• State-Funded Institution "KONTAKT"
• State-Funded Institution "Krylya"
• State-Funded Institution "M Klub"
• State-Funded Institution "Moscow Central State Archive"
• State-Funded Institution "Mosvetobyedineny"e
• State-Funded Institution "Mosvetstantsya"
• State-Funded Institution "Novogireevo" Sports and Culture Center
• State-Funded Institution "Perovo"
• State-Funded Institution "Preobrazhenets" Youth Center
• State-Funded Institution "Rodina"
• State-Funded Institution "Rodnik"
• State-Funded Institution "Samotsvety"
• State-Funded Institution "Slavyanе"
• State-Funded Institution "Sokolinka"
• State-Funded Institution "Sokolniki"
• State-Funded Institution "Talisman"
• State-Funded Institution "Triumf"
• State-Funded Institution "Veschnyaki" Center
• State-Funded Institution "Vostochnoye Izmaylovo"
• State-Funded Institution "Vozrozhdenny"
• State-Funded Institution "Vremya"
• State-Funded Institution "Yunost"
• State-Funded Institution "Yuzhnoye Izmaylovo"
• State-Funded Institution "Zarya"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Aeroport District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Khoroshevo-Mnevniki District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Khovrino District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Kryukovo District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Kurkino District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Matushkino District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Mitino District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Pokrovskoye-Streshnevo district"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Savoyolki District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Schukino district"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Severnoye Tushino district"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Silino District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Sokol District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Staroye Kryukovo District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Strogino District"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Yuzhnaya Tushino district"
• State-Funded Institution "Zhilishchnik of Zapadnoye Degunino"
• Svyato-Dimitrevskoye School for Sisters of Charity
• Tender Committee
• Troitskaya Municipal Hospital
• TSAO-dialog (discussion platform of prefecture)
• TSAO-inform (online media of prefecture)
• TSAO-TV (website of district television)
• Tsentr Moscow Government
• Tuberculosis Hospital No.6
• Tuberculosis Sanatorium No.5
• Tuberculosis Sanatorium No.58
• Veterinary Committee
• Youth Information Center of Central Administrative Area (website of Prefect-sponsored youth council of Central Administrative Area)

2. State Authorities of the Russian Federation

• Supreme Court of the Russian Federation
• Higher Arbitration Court of the Russian Federation
• Chief Administration for Special Programmes of the President of the Russian Federation (federal agency)
• State Courier Service of the Russian Federation (federal agency)
• Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation
• Ministry of the Interior of the Russian Federation
• Ministry of Healthcare of the Russian Federation
• Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation
• Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation
• Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation
• Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation
• Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment of the Russian Federation
• Federal Service for Environmental, Technological, and Nuclear Supervision
• Federal Service for Drug Control (federal agency)
• Federal Bailiff Service
• Federal Service for Financial and Budget Supervision
• Federal Customs Service
• Federal Agency for Water Resources
• Federal Air Transport Agency
• Federal Agency for Rail Transport
• Federal Agency for Forestry
• Federal Marine and River Transport Agency
• Federal Emergency Management Agency
• Federal Agency for Youth Affairs
• Federal Agency for the Commonwealth of Independent States, Compatriots Living Abroad and International Humanitarian Cooperation
• Federal Agency for Subsoil Use
• Federal Agency for the Development of State Border Infrastructure
• Federal Agency for Press and Mass Media
• Federal Agency for the Supply of Arms, Military Equipment and Material
• Federal Agency for Fishery
• Federal Agency for Construction, Housing Maintenance and Utilities
• Federal Agency on Technical Regulation and Metrology
• Federal Tourism Agency
• Federal Agency for State Property Management
• Federal Communications Agency
• Federal Agency for Special Construction
• Federal Archival Agency
• Federal Road Agency
• Federal Treasury (federal agency)
• Federal Space Agency
• Federal Biomedical Agency
• Central Bank of the Russian Federation
• Central Election Commission of the Russian Federation


4. International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement.

5. Intergovernmental organizations.


7. Foundation for Assistance for Internet Technologies and Infrastructure Development (Registry Operator).
Application for the Registration Key for the Registration of a Reserved Second-Level Domain Name in the .MOSCOW TLD

(name of entity)
represented by ____________________________________________________________.
(full name)
acting pursuant to ________________________________________________________
requests to be given the Registration Key for the registration of the reserved domain name

_______________________________________________________
(domain name, without "www")

Applicant information

Full name of entity:
Name of entity in English:
INN (Russian taxpayer identification number)
Legal address:
Postal address:
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

Please provide us the Registration Key in electronic form via email / in written form to the postal address (underline as applicable).

_______________________________________________________  __________________________________
(job title of authorized person)  (signature, name)

Contact person information

Full name:
Phone:
Email:
Trademark Notice

You have received this Trademark Notice because you have applied for a domain name which matches at least one trademark record submitted to the Trademark Clearinghouse.

You may or may not be entitled to register the domain name depending on your intended use and whether it is the same or significantly overlaps with the trademarks listed below. Your rights to register this domain name may or may not be protected as noncommercial use or “fair use” by the laws of your country.

Please read the trademark information below carefully, including the trademarks, jurisdictions, and goods and service for which the trademarks are registered. Please be aware that not all jurisdictions review trademark applications closely, so some of the trademark information below may exist in a national or regional registry which does not conduct a thorough or substantive review of trademark rights prior to registration. If you have questions, you may want to consult an attorney or legal expert on trademarks and intellectual property for guidance.

If you continue with this registration, you represent that, you have received and you understand this notice and to the best of your knowledge, your registration and use of the requested domain name will not infringe on the trademark rights listed below. The following [number] Trademarks are listed in the Trademark Clearinghouse:
